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“The category of color cosmetics has several opportunities
to innovate in Brazil, offering different formats, textures,
and claims. In addition, new technologies have changed
the market, thus brands have tried to adapt by offering

augmented reality apps, developing marketing actions via
social media and appealing to minority groups.”

Juliana Martins, Beauty and Personal Care Senior
Specialist

This report looks at the following areas:

• International brands close and open stores in Brazil
• Physical stores and direct sales appeal to women in the Northeast
• Pharmacies need to do more to keep attracting consumers

Brazil’s color cosmetics market has faced some challenges due to the country’s economic recession.
The category, however, has grown thanks to affordable prices and women’s participation in the labor
market. The market of color cosmetics has been changing gradually. Brands have been trying to attract
consumers using social media, offering mobile apps to test makeup, and developing communication
strategies that focus on minority groups, such as drag queens, homosexuals, and transsexuals.
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Brazilian companies have important participation in sales
Figure 7: Top companies' retail sales shares in color cosmetics, by value – Brazil, 2016-17
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Figure 17: Risqué's campaign, May 2018
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Figure 18: Avon's campaign, June 2018
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Figure 19: Percentage of color cosmetics global launches positioned as "scented" and "perfumed", by top 5 countries and Brazil,
January 2015-May 2018
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Figure 20: Nail polish launches in Brazil, by positioning, January 2015-May 2018
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Brands need to develop nail polish that can be easily removed

Quality of nail polish bottles is as important as the product

Eye shadow with customized color can boost consumption
Figure 21: Products used, May 2018

Brands can position foundation in stick format as easy to use
Figure 22: Products used, by foundation and format, May 2018

Eyebrow makeup in different formats and textures appeal to Millennials
Figure 23: Products used, by Millennials and eyebrow makeup, May 2018

Miniatures can prevent customers from migrating to cheaper brands
Figure 24: Color cosmetic money involvement, May 2018

Eye makeup for women aged 45-64 can engage these consumers more
Figure 25: Color cosmetic money involvement, by makeup and age group, May 2018

Physical stores and direct sales appeal to women in the Northeast
Figure 26: Color cosmetic money involvement, by nail products and region, May 2018

Easy-to-use products can appeal to younger women
Figure 27: Color cosmetic time involvement, by age group, May 2018

Presence of consultants can boost usage among C12 women
Figure 28: Color cosmetic time involvement, by socioeconomic group, May 2018

Tutorials can invest in tips about lipstick
Figure 29: Color cosmetic time involvement, by selected products, May 2018

Pharmacies need to do more to keep attracting consumers
Figure 30: Retailers shopped, May 2018

There is space for partnerships between children, products, and makeup
Figure 31: Retailers shopped, by selected retailers and children at home, May 2018

Sales via mobile apps can attract women who read beauty blogs
Figure 32: Retailers shopped, by selected retailers and behavior toward makeup, May 2018

Oil-based nail polish to be used at night can appeal to women
Figure 33: Nail polish treatment benefits, May 2018

Hand products that help keep nail polish when washing dishes
Figure 34: Nail polish treatment benefits, by selected benefits and money spent, May 2018

Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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Nail polish that is easy to be removed can be a solution
Figure 35: Behaviors toward color cosmetics, May 2018

Partnerships in social networks can engage more customers
Figure 36: Behaviors toward color cosmetics, May 2018

Nail polishes can highlight different brush benefits
Figure 37: Attitudes toward color cosmetics, May 2018

Chemical-free nail polish can appeal to Generation X women
Figure 38: Attitudes toward color cosmetics, May 2018

Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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